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“The Balkan Manner of Narration”: 
Narrative Functions of the l-Periphrasis in 
Pre-Standardized Balkan Slavic1 
 
Barbara Sonnenhauser 
University of Zürich 
 
1. Introduction 
  
Research on the Balkan languages has concentrated mainly on phonological, 
morphosyntactic and lexical similarities on the one hand (for an overview, cf., e.g., 
Asenova 2002, Friedman 2006) and on the common tradition of folk songs on the 
other (e.g., Georges 1972, Friedman 2012). More recently, the discourse basis of 
certain Balkan features has been pointed out (e.g., Friedman 1994). Furthermore, 
structural analogies on the text level have become the focus of attention in, for 
example, Fielder’s (1999) analysis of Turkish-Bulgarian convergences in the usage 
of verbal categories for the structuring of narratives. Embedding morphosyntax in 
a textual perspective, Asenova (2002:296-97) assumes the similarity in the 
syntactic systems of the Balkan languages to be indicative of a similarity in the 
structure of their different “variants of the Balkan text.” D’omina (1970:418) 
notices a “Bulgarian manner of narration” for damaskini dating to the 17th and 
18th century, which is visible in the usage patterns of renarrative and non-
renarrative forms. 
Focusing on the l-periphrasis in pre-standardized Balkan Slavic written 
documents, this article intends to arrive at a clearer picture of the “Balkan text” and 
the Balkan manner of narration. The data basis is provided by texts dating from the 
mid-17th to the early 19th century. This temporal delimitation is crucial for two 
reasons: On the one hand, later language planning may have excluded Balkan 
features from the standard languages and hence may have expelled them from the 
majority of written documents. On the other hand, the respective features are not 
displayed beyond random occurrences in older, predominantly Church Slavonic 
documents. Texts dating to the 17th-19th century can thus be assumed to reflect 
possible Balkan structures and usage patterns, which may have been lost in the 
course of standardizing linguistic structures and literary conventions.   
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2. Development of the l-Periphrasis 
 
Diachronically, the Slavic l-periphrasis – verbal constructions of l-participle plus 
the auxiliary ‘to be’ – has undergone changes in form, function and usage: the 
participle lost its restriction to non-durative verbal bases (see Sadnik 1966 and van 
Schoonefeld 1959 on Old Russian, Trost 1972 on OCS and Trummer 1971 on 
Middle Bulgarian), its function developed from stative to eventive (see Dickey 
2013 on Old Czech), and its usage spread from dialogue and subordinate clauses to 
coherent narration (cf. Taube 1980 on Old Russian). Expressing the completion of 
durative events in the past, the perfect developed into a competitor of the aorist 
(Trost 1972:101). This paved the way for the eventual loss of the aorist in most 
Slavic languages. Dickey (2013) notes a correlation between the loss of the aorist 
and the loss of third-person auxiliaries, for which he sees a functional correlation 
in the usage of the former perfect in the narrative discourse mode.  
For a specific period of time, thus, variation concerning the usage of the 
third-person auxiliary with the l-periphrasis can be observed for all Slavic 
languages. Over time, this variation has developed further, albeit in different ways: 
 
• the omission of the auxiliary has spread to all other persons, e.g., 
Russian; 
• the auxiliary has been kept for all persons, e.g., Slovene; and 
• the auxiliary has been lost in the third-person but retained in the 
others, e.g., Czech. 
 
In Balkan Slavic, yet another kind of development can be observed: the presence 
or absence of the third-person auxiliary has become functionalized.2 This 
functional relevance is maintained in contemporary standard Bulgarian, where the 
auxiliary variation is regarded as constitutive of different paradigms, such as 
perfect, conclusive, renarrative, etc. (Nicolova 2008). In contemporary standard 
Macedonian, the third-person auxiliary is always omitted. Contemporary standard 
Serbian has the auxiliary in all persons, but the omission of the third-person 
auxiliary can be found in the colloquial language (the “truncated perfect”; cf. 
Grickat 1954, Meermann 2015); its southern and eastern dialects resemble 
Bulgarian or Macedonian in this respect.3 
Fielder (2002/2003) shows that the differences in the contemporary standard 
languages are not only conditioned by the choice of dialect base, but also by the 
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time and circumstances of codification. This has consequences not only for the 
description of the contemporary situation (codified standard and its prescriptive 
norms vs. colloquial and dialectal varieties), but also for the analysis of pre-
standardized varieties. Most importantly, this tells us not to judge historical and 
diachronic data from the perspective of the rules stated in grammars of 
contemporary standard Bulgarian, Macedonian or Serbian. Moreover, speaking of 
“Bulgarian,” “Macedonian” or “Serbian” for these earlier stages of language 
development may be reasonable considering phonological or morphological 
(mainly inflection) developments, which allow for a genetic classification. It is of 
less advantage, however, when it comes to the investigation of younger morpho-
syntactic phenomena conditioned by the areal context. The notion Balkan Slavic is 
preferred also insofar as the literary development of the languages in question 
proceeded in a largely parallel way as, for example, Angelov (1964:16) 
emphasizes: prez onova vreme može da se govori za obšto literaturno dviženie 
meždu bălgari i sărbi ‘it is possible to talk about a common literary development 
among Bulgarians and Serbians during that time.’ Hill (1992:124) likewise 
assumes a joint history of linguistic and literary development up to the beginnings 
of standardization.  
Previous studies on the usage of the l-periphrasis in pre-standardized Balkan 
Slavic have focused mainly on its morphological and semantic characteristics, as 
well as contexts of occurrence (cf. D’omina 1970 on 17th/18th-century damaskini; 
Ničeva 1965 and Vătov 2001 on Sofronij Vračanski; Cojnska 1979 on Joakim 
Kărčovski). Textual usage patterns and genre-specific conditions for the usage of 
these forms, which will be the focus of the present article, have not yet been 
discussed in detail (for short indications see, for example, Andrejčin 1968 and 
Rusinov 1999:81).  
 
3. l-Periphrasis in the Damaskini 
 
The first literary works written to a greater or lesser extent in what can be called 
Balkan Slavic date to the mid-16th century. These are translations of Damaskin 
Studit’s sermons from vernacular Greek into a “simple language” (as indicated by 
introductory phrases such as Slovo bolgarskym ezykom ‘homily in Bulgarian’ 
[Tixonravovski, 21v/64];4 and spisano obščimъ jazykom ‘written in common 
language’ [Svištovski, 503/259], the so-called “damaskini.” Over time, the 
vernacular has been gaining more ground in these texts. This was accompanied by 
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an increasing freedom in topics and content. Thereby, the texts developed from 
translations into narrations in their own right. They are thus considered to play a 
central role not only for the development of the respective literary languages but 
also for Balkan Slavic literary development in general (Petkanova-Toteva 1965). 
Having a look at the usage of the l-periphrasis in these documents therefore 
appears to be a good starting point in order to investigate the possible emergence 
and consolidation of the Balkan text and the Balkan manner of narration. 
 
3.1. l-Periphrasis with Third-Person Auxiliary (“+aux Forms”) 
 
Demina (1960:30) shows us that in 17th- and 18th-century damaskini, +aux forms 
are used predominantly in non-narrative contexts,5 i.e., dialogues as in (1) and 
subordination as in (2):6 
 
(1)  a. I dumaše. Koito e imalъ griža zadvětěmi dьštery, toj šte ima 
  griža i za tretiata (Ljubljanski, 78v/536). 
‘And he said. Whoever has taken care of both daughters that 
one will take care also of the third one.’ 
 
b. Iuda reče. azь cr҃ce tova město ne znaja, nito mi e nekoi 
kazalь, ili ot stary naši oci nikoi ne mi e pokazalь 
(Koprištenski, 485/200). 
‘And Juda said. As for me, tsarina, I do not know this place, 
neither has anyone told me, nor has any of our priests shown 
[it] to me.’ 
 
(2)  a. [nikoj] ni sъs duma može iskaza da iznajde negovь skopos. I 
  čto e storilъ nebo i zemlju i more (Trojanski, 254/172). 
‘and nobody is able with a word to express and encompass 
his power. And that he has made heaven and earth and the 
sea’ 
 
  b. darbi prinosetь tomuva, deto sь e rodilь (Svištovski, 11/78). 
   ‘they bring presents to the one who is born’   
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As can be seen, the l-periphrasis is formed also from verbs that do not imply a 
resultant state. Even though this opens up the possibility of these forms being used 
in coherent narration and convey a sequence of events, such examples are hard to 
find. The excerpt in (3), to which D’omina (1970:411) ascribes a “conclusive” 
interpretation, might at first sight be taken as instantiating this usage:  
 
(3) i da věruvašь o҃če, kak’ me utrьpe moreto, ta se ne razigra da me 
potopi. […] kato s’mь tol’kova duši otskvrьnila migarь b҃ь e 
bylь m҃ltivь, i [e] ožidalь da se pokaja. i ně e štělь b҃ь sъmrьtь 
grěšnomu čl҃ku, ami [e] čjakalь da se o҃brьne na pokaanie 
(Tixonravovski, 169v/194; cf. also D’omina 1970:411; the 
insertions are hers). 
‘and believe me, father, that the sea carried me, and it did not 
happen that it let me sink. And given that I desecrated so many 
souls, amazingly, God was merciful, and he trusted in me that I 
repent. And God did not want death for a sinful person, but 
waited that [this person] turns to repentance.’ 
 
However, although (3) shows a sequence of l-periphrases, no sequence of events in 
the sense of an evolving narration is conveyed. Instead of being temporally or 
causally related to each other, the denoted events are each individually related to 
the narrating instance. This is symptomatic of the +aux usage in these and later 
texts and confirms what Trummer (1971:54) observes for 14th-16th century texts: 
Ein Gegenwartsbezug ist unabhängig von der Aktionsart des Verbums in jedem 
Fall sichtbar ‘Reference to the present is apparent in any case, irrespective of the 
aktionsart of the verb.’ On the one hand, therefore, an extension of the perfect can 
be observed as regards the verbal basis, while on the other hand its usage remains 
restricted to non-narrative contexts. Both perfect and aorist may refer to single 
events in the past and thereby functionally converge in these instances. However, 
Handlungsketten sind weiterhin dem Aorist vorbehalten ‘sequences of events 
continue to be reserved for the aorist’ (Trummer 1971:63). This is also confirmed 
by Demina’s (1960:30) observation that the perfect is used v nepovestvovatel’nyx 
kontekstax, v tom čisle pri soobščenii ili voprose ob otdel’nom fakte prošlogo ‘in 
non-narrative contexts, including reports and questions about a single fact in the 
past’ and nikogda ne vystupaet v kačestve vremeni razvertyvajuščegosja 
povestvovanija ‘it never serves as the tense of an evolving narration’ (Ibid.).  
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3.2. l-Periphrasis without Third-Person Auxiliary (“-aux Forms”) 
 
Similar to the +aux forms, the l-forms without the third-person auxiliary are 
typically found in subordinate contexts as in (4a), and in dialogues as in (4b):  
 
(4)  a. I taka se pom(o)li i naděeše se na b(og)a, davno vidělь 
   Někogy togova čl(ově)ka (Trojanski, 262/177). 
‘And so he prayed and hoped to God, that somebody 
hopefully has ever seen that man.’ 
 
b. I pakь stana Rapsakie posrědь těxь i reče visoko: tъj 
povelělь carь asirijsky Senaxerimь da ne prelьštava vasь 
Ezikia carь (Svištovski, 357/205). 
‘And Rapsakij stood up again among them and said in a 
strong voice: such has ordered the Assyrian Tsar Senaxerim, 
in order that Tsar Jezekija does not seduce you.’ 
 
These forms also appear – even though not too often – in coherent narration, as in 
(5a). (5b) shows an interplay of +aux and -aux forms: the +aux forms sь naučile 
and [sь] utvrьdile are used in a typical perfect sense, i.e., as emphasizing the 
relevance of the denoted past events (teaching, confirming) to the current time of 
utterance, whereas the -aux forms štělь da umre and kazalь report on a sequence of 
events not connected to the time of utterance (for more details, cf. Section 5):  
 
 (5)   a.  ami oc҃i naši zaradi tova mu zavidixa ta go raspexa i 
pogrěboxa go, ami onь vъ trětij dn҃ь pakь stanalь i oživelь i 
voskr҃analь i javil se na sičky. i po m҃ [40] dn҃i vozneslь
 
se na 
n҃boto. ami moj ot҃ь imalь brata, zovale go stefane, 
arxidiakonь bylь i věruvalь iı҃sa xr҃ta. i počelь da uči ljudie da 
věruvatъ is҃a xr҃ta, a farisee sa sьbrale i pobile go sь҃ kamenie 
(Koprištenski, 483/199). 
‘but our fathers envied him because of that and crucified 
him, and buried him, but on the third day thereafter he arose 
and came back to life and appeared to everybody. And after 
40 days he ascended to heaven. But my father had a brother, 
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he was called Stefan, he was archdeacon and believed in 
Jesus Christ. And he began to teach people to believe in 
Jesus Christ and the Pharisee gathered and beat him with 
stones.’ 
 
b. zašto ako kažete to šte da se razvali zakonь ot oc҃i naši 
prědanie, sireč, što sь naučile i utvrьdile. žašto dědь moi 
zakxei, koga štělь da umre, i kazalь oc҃u moemu simonu 
(Tixonravovski, 23/65). 
‘because if you tell it the law of the tradition of our fathers 
will get ruined, that is, what they have learnt and decreed. 
Because my grandfather Zakxej, when he was about to die, 
told [it] my father Simon. And my father told me [this] and 
advised me.’ 
 
According to Demina (1970:418-19), the usage of “renarrative” and “non-
renarrative” forms, i.e., -aux forms and all other forms, in the Tixonravovski 
damaskin is regular insofar as non-renarrative forms are used for the story line, 
while renarrative forms mark deviations from it. Thus, -aux forms may relate the 
information conveyed to a foreign source. An example of the usage of these forms 
in deviations from the main story line is given in (6), where byle and byl obyčalъ 
provide characterizations but do not contribute to the advancement of the main 
story line.7 Importantly, “deviation from the story line” is not to be understood in 
terms of “unimportant” or “backgrounded” events. 
 
(6) i posluša gy carъ za taja duma, i pusti po sičky města, i po 
gradove i po sela, po dva čl(ově)ka da go ištъtь. i dva voina što 
byle slugy s(vę)tomu eistatiju, i byl gy obyčalъ. imenata imь, 
antioxь i alakie. i tie poidoxa da go ištatъ […] (Trojanski, 
60/50). 
‘and the tsar heard this word, and sent [people] around all 
places, and cities and villages, two men in each case, to search 
for him. And two soldiers, who were footman of St. Eustathius, 
and he loved them, their names were Antiox and Alakie. And 
they went to search for him.’ 
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D’omina (1970) observes a specific amount of variability in direct speech, where 
săzdatelite na bălgarskija tekst dopuskat značitelni kolebanija v razbiraneto na 
originala, otklonenija ot normite na živija ezik ‘the creators of the Bulgarian text 
allow for considerable indetermination concerning the comprehension of the 
original, deviations from the norms of the living language’ (D’omina 1970:415). 
This can be seen in (7) where pisanieto dumaše taka introduces a direct speech 
containing -aux and present-tense forms. Since the usage of these forms cannot 
entirely be motivated by the above-mentioned pattern, D’omina (1970:416) regards 
them as a “deviation from the norms of the living language”:  
 
(7)  I pisanieto dumaše taka […] i Theofilь kato onia nepravedno 
čini […]. egiptьsky stolь prielь, a nepravedno čini […] i 
za[ra]di tova sъbral se sъborь sъs epskpy egyptьsky[…]. i 
plakaaxu za Sidora[…]. deto go e mučilь Theofilь sъsěkakvy 
muky (Tixonravovski, 114v/146). 
‘And the document said the following: and Theophil, he did this 
without legal cause, he took over the Egyptian throne, and did 
this without legal cause. And therefore a council has gathered 
with the Egyptian bishops. And they cried over Isidor, whom 
Thoefil has tortured with all kinds of torment.’  
 
Given that -aux forms have a rather short tradition in written texts at that time, the 
omission of the auxiliary might also be simply a slip of the pen by the translator or 
copyist and have no functional relevance at all. Moreover, diverging uses such as 
in (8), where the Trojanski and the Koprištenski damaskini exhibit the -aux forms 
viděla, rekle and zarăčale, while the 1788 version by Ioan ot Vraca has the aorists 
vide and skazaxa (no equivalent to zarăčale), might not necessarily have a 
functional explanation but may, for instance, be conditioned by the different origin 
of the copyist (see Mladenova 2007 on the issue of tracing differences in pre-
standardized texts). 
 
(8)  a. I prězь tъja noštь i druga žena […] i tia takova  viděla: i 
takviva dumy i nej rekle: i zarăčale. Skoro utrě rano da 
kažešь tova (Trojanski, 109/81). 
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‘And in the course of that night, another women had such a 
dream: and they told her, too, such words: and they 
commanded. Tell this early in the morning’ 
 
b. i prězь tьzy noštь i druga žena[…], i tia takvozy viděla i   
 takvizy dumy i njei rekle i zar’čale, skoro utrě rano da 
 kažešь tova (Koprištenski, 23/10). 
‘and in the course of that night another woman, too, had 
such a dream and they told her, too, such words and 
commanded, tell this early in the morning.’ 
 
c. I taę noštь i druga nekoę žena, […] i ona takovo videnie 
vide. I egda skazaxa8 na epivatski ljudie, skoro priid(o)xa săs 
mnogu radostь […] (Joan ot Vrača 1788, cited in Angelov 
1958:103). 
‘And in that night another woman, too, had such a dream. 
And when they told [it] to the people of Epibati, they came 
with great joy.’  
 
Overall, however, there is evidence that in the majority of cases the -aux forms 
were indeed used in a conscious and intentional way, which can also be given a 
functional motivation.  
 
3.3. Emerging Regularities 
 
D’omina’s (1970) analysis and the examples cited above indicate that +aux forms 
are not used as a narrative tense in these texts, whereas -aux forms certainly do 
appear in narrative contexts. This suggests that in the damaskini of the 17th and 
18th century, the l-periphrasis did not (yet) function as a general past and that the 
role of the auxiliary consisted of anchoring some previous event to a present point 
in time (actual present in the case of dialogues; textual present in the case of 
subordination). Its omission allowed for the de-anchoring from the primary point 
of orientation and thereby opened up the possibility of these forms being used in a 
sequence of events (cf. also Dickey 2013). This possibility is also basic to the 
indication of events not belonging to the main story line, which D’omina (1970) 
regards as the preferred function of -aux forms. 
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What the data also show is that -aux forms do not code notions like 
renarrative or non-witnessed. Both are possible interpretations, triggered in specific 
contexts. An example is given in (9): blagoslovilь ‘he blessed’ in (9a) suggests a 
non-witnessed interpretation, as does začela ‘I conceived,’ which is one of the rare 
examples of first-person auxiliary omission. Here, the -aux forms can be 
interpreted as indicating Anna’s skepticism and astonishment. Similarly, the -aux 
forms iz҃gnilo and prilěpila in (9b) suggest that the brothers did not personally 
witness the events of the body burning and the clothes getting glued to it:  
 
(9)  a. I kato iděše Ioakim posrěštna go anna i xvati se za šiat 
mu i reče. sega viděx oti me blagoslovilь gospodь bogь 
tvrdě, zašto běxь kato vdovica, ami saga něs’mь vdovica, 
i bez’čedna běxь, a sega začela čedo (Koprištenski, 
170/71). 
‘And when Ioakim came, Anna flung her arms around his 
neck and said: now I saw that God has blessed me, 
because I was a widow, but am no longer, I was 
childless, but now I have conceived a child.’ 
 
b.  i razgněva se igumenь, i reče, na bratia. Sъblěčěte go 
skoro da vidimь otde ide tozi smradь. i tie započexa da 
go sъblěkutь i ne mogoxa, zašto iz҃gnilo mu těloto i 
prilěpila se rizata mu (Tixonravovski, 11r/54). 
‘And the monk got angry and said to the friars: Take off 
his clothes so that we can see where this smell comes 
from. And they began to take off his clothes but they 
could not because his body had burned up and his shirt 
was glued on.’ 
 
A non-witnessed interpretation is also plausible for bylo in (10a). This becomes 
even more obvious with the presence of e bilo in the same context, which, by 
means of the auxiliary, establishes a relation to the speaker’s time of utterance. A 
non-witnessed interpretation is likely for izvelъ in (10b), the primary narration of 
which is ascribed to našite bьšty. In (10c), the -aux forms indicate that the events 
described as having happened to the grandfather are known to the speaker not from 
personal witnessing. This is obviously different for the aorists kaza and sarača. 
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Here, the speaker describes what his own father has told him – he must have 
personally been a witness:  
 
(10) a. Juda reče: carice, lětopisecъ kniga kazuva, ot kogi bylo
 
tuva. 
Ima do dvěstě godiny i po mnogo, a nie sme maldy, i kak’ 
štemъ da znaemъ togozy što e bylo (Svištovski, 593/289). 
‘Juda said: Tsaritsa, the chronicle says when this happened. 
It was two hundred years or more ago, but we are young, 
and how shall we know how it was back then?’ 
 
b. sьs mene li e gospodь? […] gde sa togovite velikyčjudesa,  
  štoto ny kazvaxa našite bьšty, i kakь gy izvelь bogь iz   
  Egipetь  (Svištovski, 348/201-202). 
‘are you with me, Lord? Where are those great miracles our 
fathers have told us about, and how god led them out of 
Egypt?’ 
 
c. žašto dědь moi zakxei, koga štělь da umre, i kazalь oc҃u 
moemu simonu. i moi oc҃ь simonь, kaza mene i zarača mi. i 
reče (Tixonravovski, 23r/65). 
‘because my grandfather Zakxej, when he was about to die, 
told [it] my father Simon. And my father told me [this] and 
advised me.’ 
 
D’omina (1970:418-19) takes the emerging regularity in the usage of 
(non)renarrated forms in the damaskini as the basis of the Bulgarian (and, more 
generally, Balkan Slavic) archetype manner of narration:9 upotrebata na 
[preizkazni formi] v Tixonr[avovski] v avtorskija tekst može da băde izcjalo 
objasnena s izbranija ot săzdatelite na bălgarskija arxetip manier na 
povestvovanie ‘the usage of renarrated forms in the Tixonravovski damaskin in the 
author’s text can be completely explained in terms of the scribes’ choice of the 
Bulgarian archetype manner of narraton.’ 
In the following, I will investigate to what extent these regularities are also 
characteristic of the further development of literary Balkan Slavic as encountered 
in vernacular narration dating from the late 18th to early 19th centuries and what 
this might tell us about the Balkan text. 
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4. -aux in 18th-19th Century Vernacular Narration 
 
In order to look at the possible further consolidation of the usage patterns of the   
-aux forms, excerpts from vernacular narrative texts dating from the late 18th to 
early 19th century will be compared according to three criteria: time, author and 
subject matter. These criteria have been chosen assuming that they might all 
motivate the usage of renarrative forms and serve as an explanation for possible 
divergences across texts: 
  
• time is a factor to be considered since the increasing usage of -aux 
forms in written texts is a rather young phenomenon and its textual 
usage is still in the process of consolidation at the time in question; 
• author may be relevant given the different dialectal backgrounds 
and given the increase in individuality in these texts, which may be 
reflected in author-specific uses of the forms in question; and 
• subject matter and type of story may influence the choice of forms, 
especially judging from the point of view of the contemporary 
standard which regards -aux forms as typical of legendary texts and 
fairy tales. 
 
Comparing texts according to these criteria, we assume, will reveal correlations 
between time, author, subject matter and the usage/non-usage of -aux forms. 
Should there be no correlations detected, the usage of these forms may indeed be 
simply arbitrary or be motivated by functional reasons different from and 
independent of these criteria. 
The three factors produce eight possible combinations of values, listed in 
Table 1. Not all of the combinations are suitable and relevant for the present 
purposes. The combination of different time and same author is excluded, since the 
life span of one author (more precisely, the time of his being active in writing) 
might not be long enough to reflect effects of language change, linguistic change 
or changes in textual conventions. This rules out combinations 2 and 4. If all 
criteria are different, the comparison is too general to yield any meaningful results, 
which rules out combination 1. The same holds for combination 6, i.e., identity in 
time but different author and different story. This leaves four possible 
combinations – 3, 5, 7 and 8 – to be considered: 
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 Time Author Story Comment 
1 ≠ ≠ ≠ too general to be considered 
2 ≠ = = one author’s time span of writing too short to yield 
reasonable results 
3 ≠ ≠ = tests the relevance of time for the usage of ±aux forms; cf. Section 4.1  
4 ≠ = ≠ one author’s time span of writing too short to yield 
reasonable results 
5 = ≠ = tests the relevance of author for the usage of ±aux forms; cf. Section 4.2  
6 = ≠ ≠ too general to be considered 
7 = = ≠ tests the relevance of story for the usage of ±aux forms; cf. Section 4.3  
8 = = = tests the general consistency in the usage of ±aux forms; cf. Section 4.4  
 
Table 1 
 
Excerpts from the following texts will be analyzed (Figure 1 indicates their 
provenance): the Rožvedstvo Xrístovo from the Svištovski damaskin (1753), 
Sofronij Vračanski’s Poučitelno evangelie (PE) (1806)10 with texts stemming from 
the evangelie part and texts from the corresponding tălkuvanija ‘interpretations’ 
and poučenija ‘instructions,’ his Žitie (1806) and various texts from Pop Punčo’s 
Sbornik (1796). Since these texts are not transcripts of each other but individually 
composed,11 differences may indeed be functionally conditioned. Importantly, the 
following comparison focuses on differences; this is not meant to imply that there 
are no correspondences to be found. Moreover, the excerpts are representative 
examples and not an exhaustive list of evidence.  
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Figure 1: 
Provenances of Authors and Texts 
[P = Pop Punčo, S = Sofronij Vračanski, SD = Svištovski damaskin] 
 
4.1. Different Time, Different Authors, Same Story 
 
In order to investigate a possible continuity of the regularities found in the 
damaskini and later vernacular writing, excerpts from both kinds of texts are 
compared. Both describe the birth of Christ: O roždestve Xristově from the 
Svištovski damaskin in (11), dating to 1753, and the corresponding except from the 
Gospel of Matthew for the 25th of December in the PE (12), dating to 1806. Both 
texts deal with one and the same subject matter but are written by different scribes 
or authors and have different times of origin. The discrepancy is visible at first 
glance: Whereas in the Svištovski damaskin aorist forms are used for the main story 
line, -aux forms predominate in the corresponding excerpt from the PE:  
 
(11) V dnite Iroda, carja iudejskago, dodoxa
 
tri filosofe ot istok na 
Jerosalimъ i popitaxa, gde e carъ iudejsky, deto sь e rodilъ, oti 
mu viděxme dzvězd’ta na istokь, i dodoxme da mu sa 
poklonimъ. I kato čju tuj Irodъ, uboě sa tvrъdě i zova arxiereite 
i knižnici i popita gi, gde kažetъ knigite či šte se da rodi 
Xristos. A tie mu rekoxa, oti prorokъ Mixej kaže na Vethleemь 
šte da sa rodi. Togazi Irodъ skritomъ zova
 
filosofite i reče
 
imъ: 
iděte i pokloněte mu sa […] (Svištovski, 16-17/79f). 
‘In the days of Herod, the Jewish king, three philosophers from 
the east came to Jerusalem and asked, where is the Jewish king, 
who is born, because we saw his star in the east and came to 
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worship him. And when Herod heard this, he was heavily 
terrified and called the wise men and asked them, where, 
according to the books, Christ will be born. And they told him, 
that the prophet Micah said he will be born in Bethlehem. Then 
Herod secretly called the philosophers and told them.’ 
 
(12) Kato sę rodilъ Iisusъ vo Vitleemъ Iudejskij, vo vremeto na carę 
Iroda, došle volsvitě otъ vostokъ vo Ierusalimъ, i pytali: gdě sę 
rodi carь Iudejskij? Zaštoto nye mu vidęxme zvęzdata na 
vostokъ, i dodoxme da mu sę poklonime. A Irodъ kato čulъ 
smutilsę. I kato sъbralъ sičkitě učeny čelověxy, pytalъ gi gdě 
šte sę rodi Xristosъ? A tě mu kazali vo Viteema Iudejskij: 
zaštoto taka e pisano otъ prorocytě. Poslě Irodъ kato povikalъ 
volsvytě tajno, i gi ispytalь zaradi vremeto na ęvlennata svězda, 
rekalъ
 
imъ: idete go namerete […] (PE, 8). 
‘When Jesus was born in Bethlehem of Judea, during the time 
of King Herod, three men from the east came to Jerusalem and 
asked: where is the king of the Jews born? Because we saw his 
star in the east and came in order to worship him. And when 
Herod heard this, he became worried. And when he gathered 
all wise men, he asked them, where will Christ be born? And 
they told him in Bethlehem in Judea: because this is written by 
the prophets. After that, when Herod secretly called the 
philosophers and asked them about the time when the star has 
appeared, he told them: go and find him.’  
 
The difference in verb forms chosen for the story line is even more striking as the 
verbs are almost identical in their lexical content: dodoxa–došle, popitaxa–pytali, 
čju–čulъ, uboę sa–smultisę, zova–sъbralъ, popita–pytalъ, rekoxa–kazali, zova–
povikalъ, reče–rekalъ. The choice of forms in the Svištovski damaskin conforms to 
the conditions given by D’omina, namely that aorist forms are used for events from 
the main story line. The usage of -aux forms in the PE contradicts this pattern.  
It could thus very well be the difference in time and the accompanying 
difference in the stage of diachronic development that account for the divergences. 
If so, texts dating to the same time should not exhibit such fundamental 
differences. This will be investigated in the following section.  
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4.2. Same Time, Different Author, Same Story 
 
The excerpts from Sofronij Vračanski’s Nedelnik and Pop Punčo’s Sbornik in (13) 
and (14), which both tell the Văzdiganieto na čestnyi krăstъ, illustrate that one and 
the same story may be presented using different verbal categories: -aux in the 
Nedelnik and aorist in the Sbornik. This difference is found not only in the excerpts 
presented here but characterizes both texts in general. 
 
(13) Togiva Velikij Konstantinъ so slavnaę poběda vlęzel
 
vъ Rymъ, 
i vsi graždany posrěšnali
 
ego čestno s golęmaę radostъ. Tako i 
onъ golęmoe Bl҃godarenie vozdal
 
Bg҃u, što podarilъ
 
emu silu ta 
pobědilъ
 
togo mučitelę […]. Poslě Cr҃ъ Konstantin poznal
 
věru 
Xr҃estianskuju i krestilsę samъ, i Mati ego Elena. i vsi bolęry i 
vsi ljudie narym stanali
 
Xr҃stiany, i togiva bylo golęmaę radost, i 
golęmoe toržestvo u Rym Grada […].12 Togiva Cr҃ъ 
Konstatntinъ, pratilъ Mt҃rъ svoju Cr҃icu Elenu vъ Ierusalimъ 
smnogoe iměnie da vzyšti Čestnago Kr҃sta Gospodnę […] 
(Nedelnik, 179v-180r). 
‘At that time, Konstantin the Great entered Rome with a 
glorious victory, and all citizens met him with great joy. And he 
expressed his gratitude to God that he had given him the 
strength and won over this tormenter. After that, Tsar 
Konstantin accepted the Christian faith, and baptized himself, 
and his mother Elena. And all boyars and all people of Rome 
became Christians, and then there was great joy and a big 
celebration in the city of Rome. Then Tsar Konstantin sent his 
mother Tsaritsa Elena to Jerusalem to obtain the true cross.’  
 
(14) Kostandinь nadvi i uleze u rimь grad i srečnaxugo ljudie 
rimlęne sasь rados golemu i onь veliko bl҃godareše ⋅ bg҃a čemu 
dade bg҃ь silu ta pobedi mučitelja Maksentiju i potomь krestise 
samь i mati negova Elena i posle cr҃ь Konstandinь zaprati mt҃rь 
svoju ⋅ Elenu vo Ier҃limь da traži č҃tni kr҃steve ot nevernici i dade 
i cr҃ь mnogo imenie i otide cr҃ca i vide onija st҃i mesta i što imaše 
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čt҃ni mošti onagi nast҃ь proizvede i poče da traži česni kr҃stь […] 
(Sbornik, 164v-165r). 
‘Konstantin prevailed and entered the city of Rome and the 
Roman people met him with great joy and he thanked God very 
much, for that he gave him the strength and defeated the 
tantalizer Maxentius. And after that he baptized himself and his 
mother Elena and after that Konstantin sent his mother Elena to 
Jerusalem in order to search for the true cross from the heathens 
and the tsar gave her a fortune. And the Tsaritsa went and saw 
the holy places and that there were true relics. She unearthed 
them and began to search the true cross.’ 
 
The comparison of (13) and (14) may be taken as an indication that the usage of 
the forms is dependent on the author, such as, for instance, his dialectal 
background or personal preferences. This will be examined in the next section, 
looking at texts dating to the same time, written by the same author, telling 
different stories. In order to test whether possible patterns are author-specific or 
whether they hold across authors, this will be done for two authors.  
 
4.3. Same Time, Same Author, Different Stories 
 
In this section, excerpts from Sofronij Vračanski’s PE and his Žitie, as well as 
different texts from Pop Punčo’s Sbornik, will be compared.  
 
4.3.1. Sbornik: istorija vs. povestь vs. Insertion 
 
The first excerpts to be compared are taken from Pop Punčo’s Sbornik (1796): the 
Sьbranie istoričeskoe o narode i o care bolgarstem ‘historical collection about the 
Bulgarian people and the tsar’ (which is a shortened and slightly adapted rewriting 
of Paisij’s Istorija), the Povestь radi c҃a Aleksan’driju ‘Narration concerning Tsar 
Aleksander,’ one of the narrations included in the anthology, and one of the 
inserted passages in which Pop Punčo introduces himself.  
In the istorija, -aux forms prevail; cf. (15):  
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(15) Posle po anastasija cr҃a nastanul sultan Sulimanь turski i toj 
poide sasь silna voiska i zasedli cr҃i gradь za tri leta i tako ot 
gladi izmreli ⋅ i ipo more izbegli i pomorese izdavili i tako tri 
xiljadi čl҃veci poginuli paki tri velia kralь blьgarski sьbral 
vojska silna i pošьlь ⋅ na pomoštь xristianomь i napadnulь na 
turci krepko i ubilь o҃ nixь ⋅ kv҃ [22] ⋅ xiljadi i otkaralь ⋅ vьsa sila 
i turska ot cr҃i gradь toja tri velia kral prьvo uzel veru 
xristiansku i pokrstilse […] (Sbornik, 339v-340r). 
‘After Tsar Anastasije the Turkish Sultan Süleyman appeared 
and he came with a mighty army and occupied Tsarigrad for 
three years and they died of hunger. And they fled across the 
sea and they surrendered on the sea and three thousand people 
died. Again the great Bulgarian king gathered an army and 
came to the Christians’ aid and attacked the Turks heavily and 
killed 22 thousand of them and expelled the Turkish forces from 
Tsarigrad. This great king first of all adopted the Christian faith 
and baptized himself.’ 
 
In the Povest’ radi c҃a Aleksan’driju, aorist and imperfect forms are used almost 
exclusively; cf. (16):  
 
(16) Toj c҃rь Aleksan’drja, kogi dignu vojsku da se bie sasь grьci i 
bise za mnogo vreme, i kogi izleze ot’ dom’ svoj i otide na 
vojsku i ne vrъnu se vь domь svoi četiridesetь leta. Sve xodi i 
bieše se neprestano. I kade udareše, sasь božiemь poveleniemь 
sve e nadvivalь, i nikakvo ne prestajaše ot’ boj, sve bieše 
voin’stvo. I vidoxu slugi negovi, što mu beše xlebarь i axčia i 
vinočerpatelь. I dogovornixu se trojcata da otrovatь c҃ra 
Aleksan’driju […] (Sbornik; cited in Angelov 1958:106). 
‘This Tsar Aleksander raised his army to combat the Greeks 
and he battled for a long time, and he left his home and went to 
war and he did not return to his home for 40 years. He was 
constantly on the move and fought continuously. And where he 
was fighting, he constantly won relying on a divine order, and 
he did not at all stop fighting, he campaigned permanently. And 
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his slaves saw that he had a baker and a cook and a tavern 
keeper. And the three agreed on poisoning Tsar Aleksander.’ 
 
Aorist forms also dominate in the self-introductory passages in the Sbornik, as in 
(17):  
 
(17) azь popa puno ot selo mokrešь napisaxь siju istoriju izvestno 
radi kralove i cr҃ove kako suse bili blьgare i grъci ⋅ i posle 
otьvnaxu turci carstvo blьgarskoe […] i azь […] spisaxь siju 
istoricu slaveno bolgarьskoju i drugi mnogi skazanija i čudesa 
[…] ⋅ proizvedoxь […] i napisaxь sia slovesa vь obidno selo 
mokrešь […] (Sbornik, 354r-354v). 
‘I, Pop Punčo from the village Mokreš have written this history 
concerning the kings and tsars and how the Bulgars and Greeks 
fought and afterwards the Turks vanquished the Bulgarian 
empire. And I wrote this Slavic-Bulgarian history and many 
other stories and wonders. I translated and wrote these stories 
in the village Mokreš.’  
 
The usage of -aux forms in (16), an excerpt from Paisij Xilendarski’s Istorija, is 
regarded as an indication of its vernacular basis (Rusinov 1999:76). At first sight, 
this seems to be confirmed by Pop Punčo’s usage of these forms as well. However, 
his language is deliberately and almost coherently vernacular, contrary to Paisij’s.13 
Nonetheless, he uses aorist and imperfect forms as well. Hence, vernacularity 
alone cannot be the only reason for the usage of -aux. Assuming that the legendary 
and mythological content of the Istorija triggers the usage of these forms seems 
plausible given the usage of aorists in the self-introductory passages of (17). 
However, the story about Tsar Aleksander in (16) is as “historical” as the Istorija, 
yet aorist and imperfect forms are used.  
 
4.3.2 . Sofronij Vračanski: PE vs. Žitie 
 
In order to rule out the possibility of idiosyncrasy, excerpts from Sofronij 
Vračanski’s PE and his Žitie will be compared. The excerpt in (18) is taken from 
the PE (Nedělę predъ roždestvo Xristovo). It serves as an introduction, describing 
and explaining the background to the composition of the gospels. What can be 
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observed here is the usage of mainly -aux forms, with the insertion of a sequence 
of aorists (underlined) when it comes to describing the motivation for Matthew to 
arrange his gospel exactly the way he did:  
 
(18) Pьrvoto Evangelie ispisalъ Mathei 8 godiny podirъ 
voznesenieto Xristovo, vtoroto ispisalь Marko 10 godiny slědъ Xrista 
[…]. Matthej kato ispisalъ pьrvoto evangelie, (načnǫlъ) rodoslovieto 
xristovo otъ Avraama i Davida: Zašto Evreitě obyčali da razuměętъ 
kakъ sę e rodilъ Xristosъ otъ roda Avraamovъ i Davidovъ. Za tova 
Mathej isčislilъ (pričelъ) sičkitě rodove […] i go narekalъ synъ 
Davidovъ i Avraamovъ, za da sę radvatъ Evreitě […] Za tova i 
Mathej načnava otъ těxъ i kazva: Kniga rodstva na Iisusa Xrista […]. 
Iisusъ šte reče spasitelь, a Xristosъ pomazanъ: zaštoto. Evreitě imaxa 
vъ edinъ rogъ maslo. I koga postavexa carь ili svęštenikъ pomazvaxa 
go otъ tova maslo, i go naričali pomazanъ. za tova i Iisusъ sę 
narekalъ Xristosъ (pomazanъ:) zašto bylъ pomazanъ otъ Boga i za 
carь i za svęštenikъ, kakto ispъlnil i dvětě: sirěčъ: i smьrtьta kakto 
carь povědilъ, i sebe si prinesalъ žertva za nasъ kakto svěštenikъ. […] 
(PE, 1-2). 
‘Matthew wrote the first Gospel 8 years after the resurrection of 
Christ, Mark wrote the second 10 years after Christ. When Matthew 
wrote the first gospel, he began the family tree of Christ from 
Abraham and David. Because the Jews wanted to understand how 
Christ was born from the house of Abraham and David. Because of 
that Matthew counted all houses and he called him the son of David 
and Abraham, so that the Jews rejoiced. Therefore Matthew starts 
from them and says: Book of Jesus Christ’s birth. Jesus will be called 
the savior, and Christ is anointed: Because: The Jews had oil in a pot. 
And when they installed a tsar or priest they anointed him with that 
ointment, and called him anointed. Therefore, Jesus was also called 
Christ (anointed): Because he was anointed by God both as tsar and 
priest, because he fulfilled both: that is: he died like a king, and gave 
himself as sacrifice for us as a priest.’ 
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A similar distribution is found in (19), an excerpt taken from the same context. The 
story line is rendered by -aux forms (in italics), with the insertion of a sequence of 
aorists (underlined):  
 
(19) Sъ věra i sičkitě mǫčenicy tьrpěli i polučili carstvoto nebesno, 
kakto kazva apostolъ Pavelъ: sički tě svętii sъ věra: carstva pobědixa, 
pravda napravixa, oběštanie polučixa, Aslanski usta zatvorixa, 
ognenna sila ugasixa, […], otъ slaby stanali krěpki (ęki), […], čuzditě 
polkove na běgъ obьrnali. mьrtvy voskrьsili, i sičkitě sъ věra umreli 
[…] Zašto, kojto ima věra toj ima i nadežda […] (PE, 3). 
‘With their faith in God all the martyrs endured and received the 
heavenly kingdom, as apostle Paul said: all the saints with faith: they 
gained the kingdom, they made the truth, they received a promise, 
they closed the lion’s mouth, they extinguished the strength of the 
fire, they turned from weak to strong, they turned around foreign 
regiments, they raised the dead, and all of them died with faith in 
God. Because he who has faith, has hope as well.’ 
 
In both (18) and (19), the -aux forms seem to function as the main narrative tense, 
while the aorist is inserted in specific passages. This is different in Sofronij’s 
autobiography, where the main narrative tense is the aorist, with -aux forms being 
inserted in particular passages. Two examples of such passages are given in (20): 
 
(20)  a. I kato poišle do Fandaklii svadili sę tamo pomeždu si 
ovčarete i ubili ednogo ot nixь. fatil gi tamošnia sultan i položil 
gi u zatvorka, i onyę ovcy usvoilь. po tię dni iz’išelь bylь ot 
Andrianpoly bostanči baši da pazi klisuryte da ne běgatь turcy 
ot voiskat[a], i predalь sultanu onyę zatvornicy na bostanči 
baši, a nyi ot tova nikoę vęstь ne imaxmi (Žitie, 33-34). 
‘And when they came to Fandaklii the shepherds argued there 
among themselves and killed one of them. The local sultan 
seized them and put them into jail, and appropriated their 
sheep. Those days the chief executioners had come from 
Andrianopol to watch the gorges, so that no Turks fled from the 
army, and the sultan surrendered those captives to the bostancı 
başı, and we did not have any information about this.’ 
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b. slědь tri dni razbraxь, kako gonil sultan oc҃a eę da go ubii, a 
onь poběgal, i ufatilь brata eę i bil go mnogo i uglubilь go: i 
azь togiva uboęxse i priidox vь usumnenie golęmoe (Žitie, 36). 
‘After three days I learned that the Sultan persecuted her father 
in order to kill him, and he [the father] fled, and he [the sultan] 
seized her brother and hit him a lot and beat him up: and then I 
become frightened and strong doubts came over me.’ 
 
In (18) and (19), the -aux forms belong to what might be called the “author’s text” 
whereas the aorist is used in a different way, as in the presentation of what might 
intuitively be called “objective” facts and in direct speech. In (20), however, both 
the aorist/imperfect and the -aux forms appear within the author’s text. 
Encountering examples such as (18) and (19) on the one hand, and (20) on the 
other, it seems obvious that it is not possible to regard one specific form – 
aorist/imperfect or -aux forms – as “narrative tense” per se. What seems to be more 
decisive is the variation between aorist/imperfect and -aux.  
Obviously, thus, the differences in usage of -aux forms and other forms 
cannot be accounted for in terms of preferences of individual authors, nor do they 
seem to hinge on the subject matter of the text. Even worse, variation can also be 
found if all possible factors are kept stable, as will be shown in the following 
section.  
 
4.4.  Same Time, Same Author, Same Story: Sofronij Vračanski, PE 
 
That the usage of -aux and aorist forms is not necessarily author-specific in the 
sense of either one being typical for one particular author can be seen from the fact 
that the Văzdiganieto na čestnyi krăstъ, for which Sofronij uses -aux forms in the 
Nedelnik – cf. (13), above – is rendered with aorist forms mainly in his PE; cf. 
(21):   
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(21) A carь Konstantinъ so slavnǫ pobědǫ vlezna vъ Rimъ, gděto go 
posrešnaxa sičkitě graždany sъ golěmǫ čestъ i radostь. Toga 
carъ Konstantinъ kato vъzdade blagodarenie na Boga, za 
pobědǫtǫ si, pozna xristianskǫtǫ věrǫ i sę krьšta vъ Rimъ, sъ 
majkǫ si Elena, poslě sę krьštaxa sičkitě boleri i sičkite rimski 
žiteli prięxa xristianskǫtǫ věrǫ. Toga stana golěmǫ radostь vъ 
sičkię Rimъ i po okolnytě strany, a carь […] turi krьstъ vъ 
sredǫtǫ na Rimъ, vъrxu edinъ golěmъ direkъ kamenъ, […] Otъ 
tamo kato sę vъrna vъ Carigradъ, provodi majka si Elena vo 
Ierusalimъ […] (PE, 269-70).  
‘With a glorious victory, Tsar Konstantin entered Rome, where 
he was met by all citizens with great honor and joy. Then Tsar 
Konstantin thanked God for his victory, adopted the Christian 
faith and got baptized in Rome with his Mother Elena, 
afterwards all boyars got baptized and all inhabitants of Rome 
adopted the Christian faith. Then great joy arose all over Rome 
and in neighboring countries, and Tsar Konstantin put a cross in 
the center of Rome, on a big pillar. When he returned from 
there to Tsarigrad, he accompanied his mother Elena to 
Jerusalem.’  
 
While this might be accounted for in terms of PE and Nedelnik being two different 
types of anthologies – which in turn raises the question on the relevant difference 
between both – such discrepancies can be found even within one and the same 
anthology. One example is the birth of Christ as described in the Evangelie and in 
the corresponding Tălkovanie from PE: Whereas the Evangelie uses aorist and 
imperfect forms – cf. (22) – the Tălkovanie makes use of -aux forms for the same 
events; cf. (23):  
 
(22) Vo onova vreme dojde pri Isusa edinъ junoša, klanęšemusę i 
kazvaše: učitelju dobryj, kakvo dobro da napravę, za da poluča 
životъ věčnij? A Iisusъ mu reče: zašto ma naričašъ dobrъ, nikoj 
ne e dobrъ, samo edinъ Bogъ: no ako iskašь da polučišь carstvo 
nebesnoe, upazi zapověditě: a toj reče: koi? Toga Iisusъ kaza: 
[…]. A junošata reče tyę sičkitę sǫm napravilъ[…]. Toga mu 
reče Iisusъ, aki iskašъ da bǫdešъ sъveršenъ, idi si prodaj 
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sičkoto i go razdaj po siromasytě, i vъrvi podirъ mene, ako 
iskašъ da imašь bogatstvo na neboto. A junošata si otidi 
skorbenъ: zaštoto imaše mnogo bogatstvo. Toga reče Iisusъ na 
apostolytě: […] (PE, 136). 
‘At that time, a young man came to Jesus, bowed and said: 
good teacher, what good shall I do in order to obtain the eternal 
live? And Jesus told him: why do you call me good, nobody is 
good except for the only God: but if you want to obtain the 
Kingdom of Heaven, observe the commandments: and he said: 
which? Then Jesus said […]. And the young man said, I have 
obeyed all of them. Then Jesus told him, if you want to be 
perfect, go and sell everything and distribute it among the poor, 
and follow me, if you want to have wealth in heaven. And the 
young men went away, sadly: because he had a lot of wealth. 
Then Jesus said to the apostles:’ 
 
(23) Tozi junoša ne došelъ da ispitva Xrista sъ lukavstvo, no želaęlь 
da sę nauči kakь može de vlězne vъ carstvo nebesnoe. I ne 
znaęlъ Xrista kakъ e Bogъ, no myslilъ da e čelověkъ učitelь, za 
tuj i Xristosъ mu rekalъ: zašto ma naričašь dobrъ? Estestveno 
nikoj ne e dobrъ, tъkmo edinъ Bogъ. A čelověcytě mogǫtъ da 
bǫdatъ dobri samo sporedъ božiętǫ blagodatь. Tozi junoša kato 
popitalъ Xrista kakvo da pravi, za da poluči carstvo nebesnoe, 
Xristosъ go provodilъ tutaksi na božijtě zapovědi. […] I kato 
rekalъ junošata, či sičkitě zapovědi ispъlnilь, toga Xristosъ mu 
kazalъ: ty si gi ispъlnilь Iudejski, licemerno […] no ako iskašь 
da bǫdešь sъveršenъ ispъlni gi isitinno. Tozi junoša bylъ 
mnogo bogatъ, a okolo nego imalo tolko siromasi, ako běše 
obyčalъ komšiitě si kato sebe si kakto kazva zakona, šteše da 
imъ dade otь svoeto imanie, i neštexa da bǫdǫtъ otъ nego po 
dolni. Kakvoto pravime i nie sega, […]? (PE, 137). 
‘This young man did not come to ask Christ with deceit, but 
wanted to learn how he could enter the Kingdom of Heaven. 
And he did not know that Christ was God, but thought that he 
was a teacher, and that is why Christ told him: why do you call 
me good? Indeed, nobody is good, only God. And men can be 
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good only with the mercy of God. And when this young man 
asked Christ what he should do in order to obtain the Kingdom 
of Heaven, Christ at once guided him through the divine 
commandments. And as the young man said that he had obeyed 
all commandments, Christ told him: you have fulfilled them 
only hypocritically, but if you want to become perfect, fulfill 
them honestly. This young man was very rich, and there were 
only poor people around him, if he had loved his neighbors as 
much as himself, as the commandment says, he would have 
given them his wealth, and would not have wanted them to be 
inferior. And how are we performing these days?’ 
 
Here we have the same scriptural text, written at the same time by the same author, 
but aorist/imperfect is used in the one case and -aux in the other. Is this mere 
randomness, subject to the author’s mood, or perhaps conditioned by some factor 
that has not been considered so far? The first hints can be found in (23) in kakvoto 
pravime i nie sega, by which the narrator manifests himself in the text, and in (19), 
where zašto, kojto ima věra toj ima i naděžda may also be taken as an indication of 
a narrator appearing in the text, addressing the audience.  
 
5. Arbitrariness or Intention? 
 
The comparison of parallel texts in Sections 4.1 to 4.4 has shown us that neither 
time of writing nor differences in authorship, or the subject matter appear to be 
determining factors for the choice of aorist/imperfect or -aux forms. Moreover, 
there is no strict correlation between main story line indicated by aorist/imperfect 
and deviations being marked by renarrative forms. Additionally, renarration does 
not seem to be the prime function of -aux forms, even though they may be 
interpreted this way in specific contexts. In the texts compared, the usage of -aux 
forms thus seems incoherent at first sight, different from what might have been 
predicted from Demina’s (1970) observations concerning 17th-18th century texts. 
This impression of inconsistency is also reflected in linguistic descriptions of the 
language of that time. Moser (1972:44) regards Sofronij Vračanski’s Žitie as 
“diffuse and rambling and written in a very unsettled language,” conceding, at 
least, that this “was not the author’s fault, as he had only the chaotic language of 
his time with which to work.” It remains to be questioned, however, what 
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“chaotic” means in this case, how the degree of “chaotic-ness” could be measured 
and what might serve as a standard of comparison. Obiviously, “chaotic” is a 
judgment emerging from the perspective of the contemporary standard languges, 
with their prescriptive normalization of morphology, syntax and orthography. Not 
having a prescriptive standard to adhere to does not render these writers’ language 
chaotic.14 
Similarly, Andrejčin (1978:19) judges the usage of renarrative forms in 
Sofronij’s and his contemporaries’ texts as not always being stylistically correct:  
 
Ošte v istoričeskija razkaz na Paisij namira zakonnoto si mjasto 
preizkaznoto naklonenie na novobălgarskija ezik, koeto po-natatăk se 
srešta i u Sofronij […] i u mnogo drugi văzroždenski avtori, makar i 
ne vinagi v pravilna stilistična upotreba v njakoi žanrove. 
‘Already in Paisij’s historical narration the renarrative mode of the 
modern Bulgarian language finds its regular place, which later on can 
be found also with Sofronij and with many other renaissance authors, 
albeit not always in correct stylistical usage in some genres.’  
 
However, one wonders what the stylistic norms should have been, given that at that 
time norms had not been developed yet, as Andrejčin (1978:19) himself 
emphasizes. Writers did not even strive for a common norm – [v]seki knižovnik v 
zavisimost ot podgotovkata si, ot ezikovoto si čuvstvo i poznavane na ezikovata 
dejstvitelnost rešava sam kak da piše ‘every scribe, depending on his education, his 
linguistic feel for language and acquaintance with linguistic reality, decides 
himself how to write’ (Cojnska 1979:23). Moreover, since for contemporary 
Bulgarian the status of the renarrative as a distinct grammatical category is not 
uncontroversial (Friedman 2003, Roth 1979), this kind of “back projection” seems 
highly problematic. Thus, given the examples cited in Sections 4.1-4.4, it might 
still be pure arbitrariness we are faced with. But, then, how to reconcile this 
arbitrariness with the emerging regularities observed by D’omina for earlier texts?  
In what follows, it will be argued that the usage of the l-periphrasis by 
authors like Sofronij Vračanski and Pop Punčo is by no means arbitrary. On the 
contrary: it indicates the exploitation of the semantics of these forms on the text 
level against the background of an increasing freedom in literary styles and genres. 
In this sense, the usage encountered in the texts analyzed here can indeed be 
regarded as further development of what had started already in the damaskini. 
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Sofronij Vračanski, Pop Punčo and others were well aware of the possibilities 
offered by the l-periphrasis and made conscious use of it, not only with regard to 
contexts or frequency of usage, but also with respect to the functional range of 
these forms.15 
A first type of supportive context motivating the usage of -aux forms can be 
found in (20), above. nyi ot tova nikoę vęstь ne imaxmi ‘and we did not have any 
information about this’ in (20a) and slědь tri dni razbraxь ‘after three days I 
learned’ in (20b) indicate that the information conveyed does not relate to the 
personal witness of the first-person narrator, but comes from somebody else. This 
illustrates that the usage of -aux forms may be accompanied by a shift in 
perspective away from the narrator’s point of view. This in turn presupposes the 
possibility of viewpoint playing a role, i.e., a narrator being visible in the text. That 
a narrator indeed starts playing a role in the composition of the texts can be seen 
from examples (24) and (25), which are both excerpts from Sofronij Vračanski’s 
PE:  
 
(24) Vtorij boj napravilъ Konstantinъ sъ Vizantię (Carigradъ) i kato 
obladalъ Bъlgaria. zelъ Vizantia i prinesalъ svoętǫ stolninǫ otъ 
Rimъ vъ Vizantia okolo 330 godiny podirъ Xrista. i narekalъ 
Vizantija Konstantinopolь na svoeto ime. Vъ tyę vremena 
dodoxa na dunava Tataritě i Skititě. no carь Konstantinъ i těxъ 
pobědilъ, sъ pomoštьtǫ na čestnyę krьstъ […] (PE, 270). 
‘The second war Konstantin waged with Byzantium (Tsarigrad) 
and seized Bulgaria. He took Byzantium and transferred his 
capital from Rome to Byzantium approximately 330 years after 
Christ. And he called Byzantium Constantinople, after his 
name. At that time, the Tatars and Scythians reached the 
Danube. But Tsar Konstantin defeated them as well, with the 
help of the true cross.’ 
 
(25) I kato otidi tamo carica Elena vo vremeto na Makaria patriarxa 
očistila onězi světy města otъ mrъsnytě idoly. i mnogo mošti 
iskopala otъ zemlętǫ. Poslě sъbrala ierusalimskitě Evrei. i gi 
pitala da kažatъ, gdě e skritъ čestnyę krьstъ xristovъ. a tě 
kazali: ne znaętъ. Toga caricata gi zatvorila, i kato načnala da 
gi mǫči i rekla: či šte gi pogubi sički, […], tě sę uplašixa i 
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rekoxa: tuka ima edinъ starъ Evreinъ Iuda, kojto e synъ na 
ednogo proroka, toj može da ti kaže gdě e krьsta. No kato go 
ispitvala carica da ubadi krьsta. toj rekalъ či ne go znae (PE 
270). 
‘And when Tsaritsa Elena went there, at the time of patriarch 
Makarios, she cleansed those holy places of the odious idols. 
And she excavated many mortal remains. After that she 
gathered the Jews of Jerusalem. And asked them to tell where 
the true cross of Christ is hidden. And they said: they do not 
know. Then the tsaritsa imprisoned them and when she began 
to torture them and said: that she will destroy them, they 
became scared and said: here is an old Jew, Juda, who is the son 
of a prophet, he can tell you where to find the cross. But when 
the tsaritsa wanted him to disclose the cross, he said that he did 
not know it.’ 
 
For the -aux forms in (24) and (25) it would be hard to get a renarrative 
interpretation. Hints on the motivation for the usage of these forms can be derived 
from a comparative look at the Văzdiganieto na čestnyi krăstъ in the Svištovski, 
Koprištenski and Tixonravovski damaskini, i.e., the textual tradition within which 
to place these excerpts. The comparison reveals that the passage in (24) is inserted 
into the PE by Sofronij and that the excerpt in (25) is a very brief summary of a 
narration that takes much longer in all three Damaskini versions of the 
Văzdiganieto na čestnyi krăstъ. This becomes apparent also from the reported 
speech passages (a tě kazali: ne znaet; rekla: či šte gi pogubi sički; toj rekalъ či ne 
go zane), which can be interpreted as summaries of the longer dialogues 
encountered in the damaskin version. Hence, the passages in (24) and (25) are to 
be ascribed to Sofronij and his conscious adaptation of the story according to the 
needs of his own textual intention. These passages indicate that he does not only 
appear as an author mentioning his own name (e.g., Azъ grěšnyj SOFRONIJ 
Episkopъ Vračanskij ‘I, sinful Sofronij, bishop of Vraca,’ PE, 7), but he also 
introduces a narrating instance explicitly indicating that the stories are narrated and 
not simply told. Based on this assumption the quite consistent usage of aorist forms 
for “primary” liturgical texts (such as the Gospels) and -aux forms for “secondary” 
liturgical texts (such as instructions or exegeses, i.e., poučenija and tălkovanija) in 
Sofronij Vračanski’s writings can be accounted for. 
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To further substantiate this claim, it is necessary to be more precise about 
“narrating” and to have a look at the literary development taking place during the 
time under consideration. This will be done in the next section, where it will be 
shown that literary development is one of the main factors conditioning the usage 
of -aux forms in written texts and their specific functions.  
 
6. Genre Development and l-Periphrasis 
 
The damaskini and the texts written in that tradition are important for the 
development of Balkan Slavic and the later standard languages not only from a 
linguistic point of view but also from a literary perspective. As Petkanova-Toteva 
(1965) and Petkanova (1992) point out, the literary development that started with 
the damaskini is characterized by an increase in liveliness, by emerging 
psychologization of characters and by the changing role of the knižovnik, who 
evolves from a translator or copyist into a narrator on his own right. These changes 
are usually analyzed at the level of narrative composition (a more prominent role 
of the characters in the text), the lexical level (the usage of psychological verbs to 
denote internal states of the acting characters) and by the fact that authors give 
short pieces of information about themselves (azь popa puno ot selo mokrešь 
napisaxь sïju istoriju ‘I, Pop Punčo from the village Mokreš, wrote this history,’ 
Sbornik, 354r) or explicitly address the audience (się azъ usьrdno vamъ želju, i 
mene trudivšagosę proštenie: zdravstvujte ‘this I wish you cordially, and me, being 
zealous, redemption: stay well,’ PE, VII, preface). In this context the question 
arises whether the usage of the l-periphrasis can be related to this development, 
and if so, why this should be the case. Answering both questions requires having a 
look at the semantics and the pragmatic potential of these forms.  
 As has already been pointed out in Section 2, the development of the l-
periphrasis in Bulgarian and specific Macedonian dialects differs from that in the 
other Slavic languages insofar as the auxiliary variation in the third person has 
been preserved and has been functionally reinterpreted. This functional 
reinterpretation consists of the anchoring of the assertion of a state being connected 
to a prior event to an observing instance, thereby introducing a point of view. With 
the +aux forms, the assertion is anchored to the speaker’s time of utterance in 
dialogical settings, or the narrator’s time of utterance in non-dialogical contexts, 
such as subordination and narration (this fits Dickey’s 2013 observation on the 
“subjectification” of the auxiliary). With the -aux forms, the assertion is anchored 
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to a point of view that is not the narrator’s but, for instance, that of a character in 
the text (cf. Sonnenhauser 2012 for a more detailed analysis).  
  This semantic characterization of the l-periphrasis provides the basis for a 
range of textual usage patterns and discourse-pragmatic interpretations which are 
all related to the introduction of points of view and the perspectival structuring of 
the text. This is visible in (26a), where the usage of e reklъ and reklъ can be 
explained by a difference in anchoring and hence in perspective: the +aux form e 
reklъ anchors the assertion – the summary of what Malax has said – to the narrator, 
whereas the -aux form reklъ indicates that it is summarized by the devil, i.e., a 
character in the text. A similar effect can be observed for rekalь in (26b). Here, the 
usage of the -aux form anchors the indirect speech to the subject of the matrix 
clause, i.e., onezi bolěry, and not to the narrator. Thereby, the auxiliary variation 
helps solve an ambiguity which is typical of indirect speech. 
 
(26) a. diavolь razumě čto e reklь malxь na ženъta si. i zavidě. i ište 
da i stori pakostь […] i reče ei. mužь tvoj pusti me da te 
zavedu pri njego. a tia go ne věrova i ne šte da ide. a diavolь 
ej kaza sičko čto i reklь mužъ jei, koga otxoždaše. ami i sega 
zatova me pusti pri tebě da te zavedu. a tia mu reče. istinu 
taka sme dumale (Tixonravovski, 77v-78r/114). 
‘The devil understood what Malax said to his wife. And was 
envious. And wanted to do her harm and said to her. Your 
husband let me bring you to him. But she did not believe 
him and did not want to go. But the devil told her everything 
her husband told him, when she was leaving. And now, 
therefore, he let me bring you [to him]. And she told him: 
indeed, this is how we were talking.’ 
 
b. I na utrě stana Valaamь i reči na onezi bolěri: bogь ma ne 
pušta da ida sьs vasь. I utidoxa si onezy bolěry pri carě 
Valaaka i kazaxa mu, ka(kь) imь rekalь Valaamь 
(Svištovski, 343/200). 
‘And in the morning Valaam got up and told those boyars: 
God does not allow me to come with you. And those boyars 
went to Tsar Valaak and told him, as Valaam told them.’ 
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That -aux forms anchor the narration to a character in the text and not to the 
narrator is also suggested by example (27) (= (4a), above), wherein the adverb 
davno can only refer to the subject of the matrix clause, but not to the narrator:  
 
(27) I taka se pom(o)li i naděeše se na b(og)a, davno vidělь někogy 
togova čl(ově)ka (Trojanski , 262/177). 
‘And so he prayed and hoped to God that somebody might have 
seen that man.’ 
 
Based on the anchoring function of the l-forms, putative unsystematic uses can be 
explained as well, such as that in (7) above, repeated here as (28):  
 
(28) I pisanieto dumaše taka […] I Theofilь kato onia nepravedno 
čini, i […]. egiptьsky stolь prielь, a nepravedno čini […]. i 
za[ra]di tova sъbral se sъborь sъs epsk̃py egyptьsky […]. i 
plakaaxu za Sidora […]. deto go e mučilь Theofilь sъsěkakvy 
muky (Tixonravovski, 114v/146). 
‘And the document said the following: and Theophil, he did this 
without legal cause, he took over the Egyptian throne, and did 
this without legal cause. And therefore a council has gathered 
with the Egyptian bishops. And they cried over Isidor, whom 
Theofil has tortured with all kinds of torment.’  
 
Whereas the present and imperfect forms (čini, směšjiuva se, xody, dosažda, 
plakaaxu) give a description of the situation, the -aux forms narrate events from a 
perspective different from the narrator’s, while the +aux form e mučilь indicates 
the relevance of the torturing to the narrator’s time of utterance. Example (28) also 
shows that the point of view specified by -aux forms may be left unspecified and 
be simply that of some “non-narrator’s.” In any case, the narrator is backgrounded 
the narration foregrounded, as has been pointed out already by Fielder (1995). In 
this way, -aux-forms can be used to convey a sequence of events as in (28), above, 
and to elaborate on some event in more detail. An example of this latter usage is 
given in (29). Here, the main event is the throwing of the monk into the sea 
(metnuxago umoreto). The +aux form e bilo indicates that the narrator steps in and 
locates this event in context, before it is elaborated on in more detail by the -aux 
forms otpeli, izlezli, zatrovili and utišli. That this is indeed an elaboration is also 
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suggested by the continuance with onja momkь padnu umoreto, which with onja 
momkь anaphorically refers to the object participant of the previous event (go) and 
repeats this event by means of padnu umoreto, thereby regressing to the main story 
line:  
 
(29) i metnuxago xudno umoreto i tovae bilo ot večerь koti otpeli 
duxovnici večernja izlezli
 
izmanastirь i zatrovili vratata pasi 
utišli u kelij kogi onja momkь padnu xudno umoreto (Sbornik, 
24v). 
‘and they threw him into the sea and this was in the evening 
when the clergymen prayed their evening prayer, left the 
monastery and closed the doors and went to their cells, when 
this monk fell into the sea.’ 
 
Since +aux forms anchor the assertion to the narrator, their main domain of usage 
are dialogues and subordinate clauses. Because of the foregrounding of the 
narrating event, they typically appear in comments by the narrator, as has already 
been indicated by e bylo in (29). Two more examples are given in (30). Both forms 
appear in the introductory parts to the subsequent stories and are used by the 
narrator to establish the basis for the story to be elaborated on: 
 
(30) a. naši bratija da vi kažeme kakvo e dumalь ioanь prdča  
  (Sbornik, 48v). 
‘Our brothers, let us tell you what prophet John has said.’ 
 
b. Blg҃osloveni‧xrstijani‧poslušaite daskažeme čudesa što se e 
pravilo […] daže ido dnešni‧denь (Sbornik, 22v). 
‘Blessed Christians, listen that we can tell you the wonders 
that have been done even until today.’ 
 
Through the usage of the auxiliary, e dumal in (30a) and e pravilo in (30b) are 
related to the narrator, as is typical of “off-plotline sections” in the sense of 
Fludernik (1991:373), i.e., of “embedded orientation and commentary” in which 
“the tenses relates [sic] directly to the narrator’s present moment of discourse.” By 
this distinction between main story line and off-plotline commentaries, “a double-
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tiered structure of ongoing story and simultaneous commentary and explanation” is 
marked (Ibid.:377). 
 In Balkan Slavic, this double-tiered structure can be morphologically 
reflected in terms of the auxiliary variation, indicating the point of view to which 
the narration is anchored. This may be the narrator (+aux), as in (30), or some non-
narrator, such as a character in the text (-aux). The latter accounts for the possible 
renarrative or non-witnessed interpretations of -aux forms, as in (20). It also allows 
for the explicit de-anchoring of the narration from the narrator, which is basic to 
the usage of štelь da umre and kazalь in (31) (=5b):  
 
(31) zašto ako kažete to šte da se razvali zakonь ot oc҃i naši prědanie, 
sirče, što sь naučile i utvrьdile. žašto dědь moi zakxei, koga 
štělь da umre, i kazalь oc҃u moemu simonu (Tixonravovski, 
23/65). 
‘Because if you tell it the law of the tradition of our fathers will 
get ruined, that is, what they have learnt and decreed. Because 
my grandfather Zakxej, when he was about to die, told [it] my 
father Simon. And my father told me [this] and advised me.’ 
 
By the introduction of viewpoints, the l-perfect differs from other perfect 
constructions, such as the ima-perfect. This form has been spreading from Western 
Balkan Slavic and has developed into a typical perfect in some Macedonian 
dialects, whereas in other parts of Balkan Slavic it is still restricted in terms of its 
verbal basis, e.g., restricted to transitive verbs. Some rare occurrences of the ima-
perfect can be observed in texts dating to the time span under investigation in this 
article. Examples such as (32) illustrate the impersonal and statal character of this 
type of perfect, which asserts the result of a previous event (here, something 
written, something buried and somebody kept imprisoned, respectively) being on 
hand in the current situation (cf. Fielder 1996 on the development of the ima-
perfect): 
 
(32) a. I slušaj čto ima pisano vъ kniga proroku zaxariju (Trojanski, 
  73/57)  
   ‘And listen what is written in the book of the Prophet 
   Zachary.’ 
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b. edinъ zemledělecъ, kato umiraše, reče na synove-tě si, či 
ima zakpano imenie vъ lozie-to (RB, 56). 
‘a landowner, when he was about to die, said to his sons that 
there are valuables buried in his vineyard.’ 
 
c. i togazy na skoru pusti povelěnïe po sička zemla, gdeto ima 
xristïane zatvoreny vъ temnicu (Koprištenski, 214/88). 
‘and he sent out a decree all over the world, where 
Christians are kept imprisoned.’  
 
The aorist and imperfect differ from l-forms in that they do not introduce any point 
of view, but present the plain sequence of events. They are thus typical of mimetic 
texts, whereas l-forms are indicative of the narrative text type, which is 
characterized by the explicit presence of a narrating instance (Schmid 2008, 
Sonnenhauser 2012). Given this correlation between verb form and text type, the 
increase in usage of l-periphrases can be related to the increasing literary freedom. 
The development of new genres is characterized by the possibility of presenting 
narration, i.e., explicitly relating the processual layer of narration and the static 
layer of what is narrated (Sonnenhauser 2014a), as manifested in genres such as 
tălkovanija and poučenija. 
  The feature of narrativity being morphologically reflected in the usage of the 
l-forms opens up the possibility of choosing between different ways of presenting 
one and the same story: in a mimetic, aorist-based way, or in a narrative, l-form 
way (note that D’omina also speaks of a choice with respect to the Balkan manner 
of narration; cf. Section 3.3). This also accounts for the differences pointed out in 
Sections 4.3 and 4.4. Using l-forms or aorists marks a difference in text type; it is 
not per se conditioned by time, author or subject matter. And it is not per se related 
to renarration. The decisive factor conditioning the usage of forms is the text type 
chosen by the author. This text type in turn is typically in line with the intention of 
the text and its discourse tradition. In the examples analyzed here, the basic 
intention is that of interpretation and explanation – a tălkovanie or a poučenie – of 
a biblical text. The indication of the position of the interpreting instance – the 
narrative instance – being crucial for these intentions, the l-forms are a better 
choice to meet these requirements than aorist forms. Instead of being random and 
arbitrary, the usage of l-forms turns out to adhere to the textual intentions of the 
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new genres evolving in the course of this development (cf. Henninger 1987:39 for 
a similar observation). 
 
7. Conclusion: The “Balkan Manner of Narration” 
 
The preceding discussion has revealed remarkable convergences in the (non-)usage 
of the l-periphrasis in the text investigated, even though this usage might not in any 
case comply with the contemporary prescriptive standard. By introducing an 
observer’s point of view and hence a narrating instance, the l-forms provide a 
choice between different ways of rendering the subject matter: in a mimetic or a 
narrative style, i.e., in terms of a plain sequencing of events or in terms of a 
mediated presentation of events. The latter possibility corresponds to what 
D’omina (1970:418-19) calls bălgarskija arxetip manier na povestvovanie ‘the 
Bulgarian archetypical manner of narration’ – a specific interaction of morphology 
and textual intention. There is no external criterion necessitating this way of telling 
a story: neither language-internal development, nor subject matter nor the author’s 
dialectal background and personal perferences have turned out to be decisive 
factors influencing the choice of forms. What has turned out decisive instead are 
the author’s intentions concerning the way of presenting his story, according to the 
purpose of the text, facilitated by the newly-developing genres. Depending on that 
intention, the author may decide to introduce a narrating instance or not and hence 
choose l-forms (+/–aux) or aorist/imperfect/present tense forms.  
The convergences across authors concerning this relation between choice of 
forms and textual intention is striking all the more so as during the period 
investigated in this article no efforts toward the establishment of a common norm 
can be found.16 It is this usage of the specific functional potential provided by the l-
forms on the text level, i.e., the introduction of points of view and the explicit 
perspectival anchoring of the narration, that can be called the Balkan manner of 
narration. It is by no means obligatory, but it is one additional possibility of 
shaping narration. That this Balkan manner of narration is found on the linguistic 
level also complies with what Georges (1972:329-30) has observed for the level of 
content-structuring: the Balkan text is characterized not so much by a specific 
“story-tradition” but by a “story-telling tradition,” i.e., the specific way in which 
texts are presented. 
 
What has also become evident is the relevance of discourse traditions in 
accounting for the usage and interpretation of specific forms. It has been shown 
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that for the interpretation of -aux forms, instead of being fixed as renarrative, non-
witnessed and the like, they have different interpretations in different texts: they 
tend to receive a renarrative or non-witnessed interpretation in the Žitie, a first-
person narration, whereas in secondary liturgical texts, i.e., tălkovanija and 
poučenija, they mark the de-anchoring of narration from a narrator. In primary 
liturgical texts (mainly the Gospels) and in the damaskini they are often used to 
mark deviations from the main story line. This conforms to what studies in 
discourse and genre traditions have emphasized, namely, that depending on the 
discourse tradition, one and the same linguistic entity may have different functions 
(Rosemeyer 2014), and that one and the same linguistic form may require different 
sociolinguistic interpretations, depending on the discourse tradition (Wilhelm 
2001:474).17 
Thus, in order to provide a satisfying account of the usage of specific 
linguistic forms, discourse tradition emerges as an additional factor to be taken into 
account (Ibid.:474). This does not mean that a semantic analysis becomes 
superfluous. Quite to the contrary, it is only based on a thorough semantic analysis 
that the different functions and interpretations of one and the same form and its 
interactions with the textual environment can be explained. 
 
Notes 
 
1. The research for this paper has been supported by the Fonds zur Förderung der 
wissenschaftlichen Forschung FWF (Project “On the Emergence of Narrativity in Early Neo-
Balkan Slavic,” project number M1536-G23). This support is gratefully acknowledged. I would 
also like to thank an anonymous Balkanistica reviewer for his or her valuable comments.  
2. Cf. Ivančev (1978) and Fielder (2002/2003) for possible reconstructions of this process.  
3. The situation for Macedonian is more complex, in that its eastern varieties resemple Torlak, 
while southwestern Macedonian gradually loses the l-participle (see Friedman 1988 for a concise 
description of the relevant morphological and semantic isoglosses).   
4. Here and in the examples below, the first number gives the list in the manuscript, the second 
the page in the edition.  
5. This is similar to what Trummer (1971) observes for Middle Bulgarian texts from the 14th 
to16th century. 
6. Orthography and punctuation follow the editions or manuscripts. The nasals are transliterated 
as ę and ǫ, respectively.  
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7. Note that the “double” -aux form byl obyčalъ is not dubitative, as might be suspected from a 
contemporary perspective. 
8. Note that the events are presented in a slightly different way than in the Trojanski and the 
Koprištenski damaskini: what is described here is the informing of the people by the woman and 
the man who had the same dream before her, not the order to do so.  
9. This pertains to the group of narrations conveying the lifes of the saints, since only here are 
these forms being used. Narrations concerning religious events are mainly rendered in the 
present tense, instructions in the present tense and the imperative (D’omina 1970:416). 
10. There is one caveat which has to be kept in mind in particular as concerns Section 4.3.2: As I 
found out after this article had been accepted for publication (thanks to Jürgen Fuchsbauer for 
pointing this out to me), it is not quite clear whether the Poučitelno evangelie, which gives 1806 
as its date of composition, but was printed only in 1868, is indeed composed by Sofronij 
Vračanksi (as indicated on the title page) or rather it represents an edited version (by an unknown 
editor) of his Nedelnik ‘Sunday Book.’ Both exhibit differences in content, the texts included, 
and structure i.e., the sequences of evangelie passages and explanations/instructions (which 
appear after the evangelie passages in the PE, but are inserted in those passages in the Nedelnik). 
While it is conceivable that both texts trace back to the same source, whether – and if so, how – 
both are related to each other is a matter for further philological research.  
11. This is, of course, not to deny that they may be part of a larger textological tradition. 
Notably, this pertains to sermons, liturgical texts and vitae. However, Pop Punčo’s and Sofronij 
Vračanski’s versions are not mere copies of the corresponding texts in the damaskini, but rather 
re-tellings (cf. the comments on (24) and (25), below) including abbreviations and amendments.  
12. The passage left out is missing in the Sbornik.  
13. According to Gyllin (1991:85), Paisij’s language is neither consistently vernacular nor 
consistently Church Slavonic. This leads him to conclude that the Istorija “is quite likely to be 
the worst mishmash that any Bulgarian text of the whole 18th century can present” (Ibid.). It 
“shows a considerable agreement with Old Bulgarian/Church Slavonic. In fact is it shows a far 
stronger affinity to Old Bulgarian/Church Slavonic grammatical structure and a far lesser affinity 
to vernacular New Bulgarian (and thus to modern literary Bulgarian) grammatical structure than 
do the 17th century damascenes” (Gyllin 1991:83). 
14. Their usage of spatiae, for instance, is at least as “logical” as the contemporary standard: 
word segmentation was then based on phonological words, e.g., isrečnaxugo (i.e., i srečnaxu go) 
and idadei (i.e., i dade i) in (14), or metnaxugo (i.e., metnaxu go) in (29). This holds for the 
manuscripts (e.g., Sbornik), while in printed books (e.g., PE), segmentation is predominantly 
lexeme-based. This may have its reasons in the technical affordances of printing.  
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15. For Sofronij’s writings, this can be observed in other respects as well, e.g., his usage of če 
and kako as factive complementizers (Sonnenhauser 2014c).  
16. The picture concerning phonological, lexical and morphosyntactic levels was far from 
homogeneous at that time; Djulgarova and Miklas (2007:117) call it “jagged.”  
17. This is apparent also in the discussion of the usage of renarrative forms in contemporary 
journalistic prose in Bulgarian, which is commonly regarded as stylistically inappropriate 
(Nicolova 2001, Comati 2005). Since this usage predominates in specific newspapers and 
specific genres (krimi i pravo), one may equally well argue that the usage of these forms is 
typical of these newly-emerging genres (as suggested in Sonnenhauser 2014b). 
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